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From 1863 to the present--the company and the men who made it successful, the details of all

models of rifles and the many other Marlin products.
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A well-written and well-illustrated book on the history of Marlin firearms. The book also covers

specifics on Marlin firearms, and belongs in the personal library of any Marlin collector. The author,

William Brophy, is a noted Marlin historian and collector, and extensively interviewed people

connected with the Marlin company as part of his research for the book.Although the book was

written in 1989, it is still authoritative for Marlin Firearms up to that date. A great book at a great

price.

If you are going to buy old Marlins you NEED this book.If you are just interested in old Marlins this

book is good.If you are just looking for books to fill your collection of gun books this is a very good

purchase.If you're an anti-gun freak, buy this book to learn about what you despise.If you haven't

figured it out, yet, I strongly recommend this book to anyone interested in firearms in any way.And

no, I don't have an intrest in this book or its author.

Its all here in just 700 pages.A bit dry with all black and white picsand even more uninspiring



illustrations.However should answer all questions on the subject,and help round out any library.

Good Service, Good Price, Very Good Book. Book is full of very complete detail, illustrations are

excellent, chronological approach to subject is appreciated. Very Happy with purchase!

Publisher price of $89 is absurd. It's not worth half of the $56 priceoffered by many. Be aware this

book is all in black & white only withloads of poor quality illustrations, engineer drawings, obsolete

partsexploded views & obscure information. A very un-pretty large volume incomparison to similar

excellent, full-color & beautiful histories donefor Colt, Winchester, Remington, Smith & Wesson, &

Ruger. I own all ofthese & this Marlin History is the shoddiest & worst quality of themall, at one of

the highest prices. Make sure you can return it if youbuy it and are as disappointed & disgusted as I

was.

This book is the "bible" for Marlin collectors. Though it's a little dated now, the information is relevant

to the history of Marlin firearms from 1989 and prior. It's one of the books I find myself referring to

often. I own four marlins including a model 1893 take down built around 1909. If you are an

enthusiast of Marlin, or just firearms in general, I think you will find this book to be fascinating to

read.

This book is a must have for any Marlin collector or anyone who is interested in or wants to know

about Marlin firearms. Tons of information, great pictures...well worth the money spent.

My wife bought this book for me because she knows I collect and love Marlin's. I haven't even

gotten through a quarter of the book and I feel as if I don't know anything about the company. If you

like Marlin's or just like gun history this a must get book.
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